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A data migration & modernization
playbook for small & medium businesses.

Take control
of your data
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Take control of your data. It’s time.

We are amid a fast-paced, digitized era – an era marked by rapid innovation, competition, and growth. The 
use of new-age technologies has caused a revolutionary shift in the way organizations across the globe 
operate. Data has always been at the heart of all businesses and continues to be so, playing an increasingly 
important role now with each passing day. In fact, 70% of organizations around the world believe that data is 
only going to become more critical in the years to come. Facing this reality is imperative for organizations to 
stay ahead of the curve. According to Forrester, data-driven organizations witness an average annual growth 
of more than 30%. We must admit that data is the true differentiator for modern businesses. There is a reason 
data centricity is the new black! And this data centricity in everyday decision-making can only come from a 
modern and reliable data estate. That’s where data migration and modernization come into the picture.

Many large enterprises have taken the plunge and made a move towards data modernization. A recent 
survey conducted by Deloitte reveals that 34% of enterprises around the world have already completed their 
modernization journey, while another 50% have it in progress. However, it is the small and medium-sized 
businesses (SMBs) that are still way behind in the race.

Representing a vital part of the economy, SMBs play a critical role in fueling economic growth and 
development.  Their data needs and challenges do not vary too much from those of large enterprises. These 
businesses generate massive amounts of data on a day-to-day basis, which unfortunately remains 
untapped and scattered across their legacy systems, usually inaccessible by the decision-makers. By not 
being able to make the most of the crucial insights derived from this data, these traditional, slow-moving 
legacy systems are hindering the decision-making abilities of SMBs, stalling their further growth and 
development. 

Needless to say, a switch towards data modernization is the need of the hour for small and medium-sized 
businesses. It is time for them to break out of their primitive legacy frameworks and make data modernization 
a key business priority. Definitely, there are plenty of incentives for SMBs by modernizing data the right way. 
From penetrating into the customer psyche to identifying new business opportunities, improving operations, 
building resilient supply chains, reduce waste, understanding the system’s redundancies in anticipation of 
market changes, these businesses can increase their effectiveness and accelerate the delivery of new 
products and services into the market.

*Source: Deloitte

34%
Enterprises around the world have already completed their modernization journey

50%
Are in progress
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Why SMBs shy away from data
migration and modernization

It would be incorrect to say that SMBs do not recognize the criticality of data migration and modernization in 
current times. Yes, they do! However, the struggle or hesitation to break out of their traditional legacy 
infrastructures is significant and can be attributed to a host of factors.

However, with the right technology partners and a fool - proof strategy, data migration and modernization 
endeavors do not have to be complex and expensive.

The perceived cost and complexity involved in 
replacing existing systems hold the SMBs back. 
According to Gartner, organizations believe that more 
than 50% of data migration initiatives will exceed their 
budget and timeline - and potentially harm the 
business - because of flawed strategy and execution. 

Lack of in-house skills and technological expertise to 
implement and manage the new technology 
framework and modern data estates is a key 
challenge for SMBs.

Fearing change is not uncommon. Owing to years of 
operational dependence on the deep-rooted legacy 
systems, the comfort, and familiarity that they offer 
makes these businesses complacent and prevents 
them from undergoing a transition.

The uncertainty of successfully leveraging modern 
data structures also hovers, leading to doubts about 
the interruption in business continuity.
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Checklist for a fool-proof migration and modernization endeavor

The right strategy is critical before organizations begin their migration and modernizing journey. It starts with 
defining critical success factors and then navigating towards those success factors with a fool-proof 
approach.

Planning and
Preparation

Data Migration
Success Factors

Governance
Foundations

Effective
Execution

Prioritize Data Quality

Formalize Governance
Roles & Processes

Establish Metrics

Right Mix of Tools

Use of Metadata

Breadth and Rigor
of Testing

Formal Data
Workstream

Appropriate
Scoping

Strategic Phasing

Skills and Team
Structure

Best Practices and Critical Success Factors for Data Migration
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Here are some key steps for SMBs to
gear up towards a seamless transition. 

Take a deep dive into your current data set. Know and define your data in detail – its size, type, and nature. 
Understand the migration readiness of your platform and the data capacity that you require in the future to 
meet your growing requirements.

Data analysis

Define your business needs and goals clearly. What do you aim to achieve with 
data modernization strategies? What are your security needs? What is your 
organization’s current complexity level, objectives, financial position, etcetera?

Need analysis

Identify the potential risks involved in moving to modern databases 
from legacy databases. Prepare yourself in advance with risk 
mitigation strategies.

Risk Analysis

Moving data efficiently between locations requires meticulous 
planning and a well-planned strategy that can help SMBs realize the 
benefits of scale, efficiency, and agility. Adopt a holistic approach that 
aligns well with the current as well as future needs and goals of your 
business.

Robust Approach

The right cloud platform offers a seamless transition to a modern data 
estate. Choose the platform that offers you flexibility, scalability, and 
high ROI and is easy to use for all team members.

Right Choice of Cloud Platform

Subject matter experts who possess the required resources, skills, and 
know-how of the modern data systems can play a key role in 
streamlining the migration and modernization journey for SMBs. Being 
technically capable and sound, these experts efficiently take over the 
data modernization process and drive immense value for SMBs.

Partner with Experts

Though the challenges and risks of data migration and modernization continue to exist, it is crucial for SMBs 
to look ahead of these roadblocks and  view the bright benefits that the new-age data estates have in 
store. Only then they will be able to navigate through the challenges and arrive at the optimal state of 
data-centricity.



Why data modernization
on Microsoft Azure Choosing the right migration

and modernization partner

Legacy database migration and modernization with 
Microsoft Azure provides significant value, benefits as 
well as opportunities for intelligent data 
management in the cloud. Its proven approach for 
SMBs, coupled with its suite of friendly offerings, can 
help small and medium-sized businesses renew their 
data fabric successfully.  Some of the notable 
benefits of data modernization with Azure include

Database migration and modernization is a 
tough decision for any small business.  
Therefore, selecting a modernization partner, 
having the right skills and expertise is critical for 
the success of this endeavor. It is thus essential 
for an SMB to evaluate the chosen partner on 
the following parameters

Ease of use

Offers the simplest and quickest way to modernize 
your data architecture. Superior technical expertise

Technology keeps evolving at a rapid pace, and a 
partner must be up-to-date with the latest tools and 
technologies being used at any given point in time. 
Along with this, expertise in using these current 
techniques can go a long way to fill the existing gaps 
for SMBs. 

Continuous modernization

A sound technology partner will understand SMB’s 
need to see continuous ROI from data modernization 
efforts. Therefore, they will aim to deliver continuous 
modernization, starting with high-value workloads. 
This way, SMB owners can see ROI in action right from 
day 1.

Proven Experience

Understanding the unique challenges of SMBs 
requires certain skills that come with experience.  
Therefore, choose a partner who has achieved 
success in working with SMBs and would therefore be 
able to understand your desired business outcomes.

Flexibility

Often, a business encounters changes in its data or 
competitive environment. A partner must be able to 
quickly identify these changes and tweak then 
accordingly to ensure consistent performance and 
results at all times. Moreover, when it comes to data 
modernization for SMBs, one size may not fit all. Your 
technology partner should have the ability to look 
and think beyond frameworks and solve challenges 
that are unique to your business.

Better agility and scalability

Easily adapts to and accommodates the growing 
volume and velocity of data, workload, and 
applications.

Improved security

Robust in-built safety and security features such as 
automated threat-detection; safeguards data 
across infrastructure and applications. 

Advanced capabilities

Current, up-to-date software and new-age features 
give enhanced power in the hands of SMBs to do 
more with their data and applications.

Cost-effectiveness

Minimum infrastructure set-up and maintenance 
costs; no hidden costs
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Large Scale Data Modernization
Best Practices for Growing
Businesses, an Acuvate POV 

Questions to ask your potential
data migration and
modernization partner:

As we advance, it is clear that data will continue to 
rule the world of business. On average, the amount 
of data a business generates is growing at a 
whopping annual rate of 55%-65%. SMBs need to pull 
their gears and maximize ROI by leveraging their 
unstructured data efficiently and effectively. Data 
modernization is therefore no longer a good-to-have 
but a must-have.

However, the road ahead is challenging. Embark on 
your migration and modernization journey with a 
trusted partner who sees success in the same way 
you do.  Acuvate is a global player delivering 
next-gen digital solutions and services, including 
modern IT systems, data, and automation. With 
unparalleled data modernization capabilities and 
years of experience in ensuring successful SMB data 
transition, Acuvate can bring your business to speed 
and agility by moving and modernizing your data 
estate the right way – the way you need it done. We 
bring best practices of large-scale modernization to 
the SMB segment and provide agile and customized 
solutions and support. Most importantly, we do this 
with empathy in that we truly understand the unique 
challenges of the SMB sector and design a migration 
and modernization framework that delivers value - 
consistently.

Optimum, Acuvate’s in-house migration and 
governance solution is an expert tool that simplifies, 
expedites, and automates the migration and 
modernization process for SMBs, ensuring a 
seamless transition with utmost precision. 
Irrespective of the size, type, and complexity of the 
database, Optimum does it for you with sheer ease!

Data Integrity and Security

Sensitive, confidential SMB data demands topmost 
security and protection and should therefore be 
migrated carefully to the target system. A partner 
must have the right security practices and measures 
in place to ensure that the data is secure and 
safeguarded against any unauthorized use. 

The ability to bring your business
teams up to speed

One of the biggest roadblocks in data migration and 
modernization for SMBs is the fact that their business 
teams may not be up to speed with using modern 
data tools. There is always the fear that data 
modernization efforts will not bear fruit if nobody 
uses it. A sound technology partner will address this 
through upskilling workshops for your business 
teams and ensure ROI.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

What software tools and technologies will 
you use during the migration and 
modernization process? 
What expertise and experience do you have 
in working with SMBs?
How will you ensure data security and 
integrity?
How will you ensure consistent ROI? 
Do you deliver a POC?
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With Acuvate, you gain 50-60% cost reduction.
This is delivered through holistic data
migration and modernization services:

• Collaborate with 
business
stakeholders
• Understand business 
need & scope
• Analyse technology
landscape of source DB
• Identify tools &
methodologies

DISCOVER

• Execute tools, generate
migration readiness 
report
• Analyse reports to 
identify possible issues
and blockers
• Propose resolutions to
identified issues/threats

ASSESS

• Define Migration 
Strategy
• Prioritize Servers,
Databases to be Migrated
• Execution plan for 
Migration Including
History and Live data 
migration

DEFINE

• Leverage scripts 
generated by Acuvate
framework to perform 
data validation
• Execute the feeds both 
on Source & Target to 
validate Code Migration
• Evaluate Results

VALIDATE

• Monitor Performance in
Production environment
• Analyse and optimize
performance and Cost
• Support Production
issues and
enhancements

OPTIMIZE

• Migrate schema
and data to target
environment
• Leverage OPTIMUM for
schema & data migration
• Leverage CODE PATTERN 
BOOK for code migration

MIGRATE

Automated Schema
Migration Script Generation
& Data Migration Script
Generation

Automated Data
reconciliation scripts with
native data types across
Source and Target

Scope
Assessment Tools
Data Level Report

Readiness Report
Solution to Issues

Migration Strategy
Cutover Plan

Migrated Scripts
for Testing

Test Results
Go/No Go
decisoin

Possible
optimization
Recommendation

Acuvate’s proven approach in data migration and modernization

Understand the existing data estate. Determine the gaps in governance, security. Define strategy, 
architecture, and roadmap with our Assessment Services
Migrate schema and data from disparate data sources (on-premises/cloud) to Azure cloud.
Perform data validation, monitor, analyze, optimize performance & cost with Database Migration
On-premises & Azure
Lift and Shift the existing BI system to the cloud with data ops and rearchitect to democratize data.
Build or Rebuild end-to-end data fabric to modernize enterprise data estate. Set up a data governance 
mechanism to monitor and manage data quality with Business Intelligence Modernization
Identify gaps in the current reporting environment. Uncover and remediate data quality issues. 
Rationalize reports and dashboards to remove redundancy with Reports Migration
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The Acuvate Edge

100+
Cloud/Azure experts

24/7
Support Infrastructure

Database & Data
Warehouse Experts

Deep Domain and technology
expertise leading to 50-60%
Faster time to market

People

Consultative,
outcome-focused
approach

Near ZERO
downtime migrations

Robust & proven
migration
framework

Code-pattern book,
best practices from
previous implementations

No external licensed
products used
for migration

Sophisticated & robust
data validation with
multi-level testing

Process

100+
Data analytics &
power BI
implementations

Optimum
Our AI-based data migration
and modernization accelerator

Automated, transparent
& predictable data
migration

AI-powered issue detection
and Self-service
reporting systems

Technology

Before you go…
Gazing into the future, one can say that SMBs who take the big leap towards data modernization are more 
likely to embrace success. Those who stay rigid by resisting innovation would gradually fade away. Only a few 
stars will shine bright– and these would be the ones who leverage data the way the modern business 
ecosystem demands. Are you ready to shine?



Trust. Relationship. Demonstrated Value.
That’s Acuvate for you.

www.acuvate.com

Acuvate is a global software service provider with over 14 years 
of experience in digital solutions, accelerating enterprise-wide 
digital transformation with our AI accelerators. We provide 
solutions and services that modernize, automate and support 
enterprise applications, IT systems, and infrastructure. We have 
a strong presence in the US, Europe, and APAC, where we serve 
multiple Fortune 500 companies. We specialize in Migration & 
Modernization of Content, Data, Infrastructure, and Digital 
Workplace Solutions such as AI-powered Chatbots, Intranets, 
Advanced analytics, & Trade Promotion Optimization. 

Acuvate is a Microsoft Gold certified partner and has
transformed 200+ reputed enterprises globally, including 
many Fortune 500. With our multi-skilled experts and
packaged AI accelerators, we deliver unparalleled efficiencies 
and accelerate time-to-value for our customers.

www.acuvate.com
info@acuvate.com
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www.accuvate.com
https://www.facebook.com/AcuvateSoftware
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acuvate/
https://twitter.com/Acuvate
https://www.instagram.com/acuvate/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/c/Acuvatesoftwarehq

